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U.S. LA3OR PARTY COUNTERATTACKS AFTER CIA-FBI MURDER ATTEMPT 

New York, July 28--- 
Just at the point that worker, farmer and unemployed joint organizing 

across North America and Europe is exploding, the CIA/FBI ordered a "hit -
squad" of brainwashed youths into the National Caucus of Labor Committees 
(N.C.L.C.) International Briefing in Detroit yesterday and attempted the 
murder of key working class mass leaders. This follows the kidnapping and 
attempted brainwashing of Philadelphia N.C.L.C. member Gail Roeshman by the 
infamous mind-destroyer Ted Patrick. 

The Detroit attack occurred as an International Briefing on the world 
food crisis was about to begin. This was part of the Labor Committee's in 
ternational briefing network. Each Sunday working class leaders gather in-
Detroit, Nev York, (in cities throughout the U.S. and Canada), France, Germany, 
Italy, Sweden, and Mexico to debate the working class impact and responsibili-
ties for changing world history...not being mere "victims" for Rockefeller's 
fascism.  

Yesterday a group of four youths including Percy, Darrel, and Lionel 
Wheeler, and methadone addict Nike Tyler attempted to enter the meeting hall 
carrying shotguns, and one assailant shoved his weapon at the head of an NCLC 
security person. The assailants were repulsed and as they left the office, 
they were net by a "conveniently" waiting squad of police to eliminate the 
evidence were the attack to be successful. Percy Wheeler and others were 
picked up by the police. Percy is still in police custody. 

There is clear evidence that the Wheeler brothers and others in the hit 
squad have been brainwashed. Percy Wheeler's brother and mother signed af-
fidavits last night saying they believe that Percy has been brainwashed. 
Last week, Tyler's brother called the NCLC office and said "I'm being brain-
washed by the LEM.* The lEAA is the domestic gestapo of the CIA which has 
subjected numerous ghetto revolutionaries to terror and brainwashing. 

This attempt is only the latest in a series of operations carried out of 
CIA'directed and trained zombie hit squads. As in the case of the attacks 
by "BLA" members trained by the CIA at Lincoln Hospital in NYC, the Detroit 
police and D.A. refused to arrest the entire hit squad and allowed part of 
the would-be killer band to remain at large, providing further evidence that 
the attack was set up by police agencies. 

Last week, Detroit judge Damon Keith denied the U.S. Labor Party's suit 
for a preliminary restraining order against the FBI, after the FBI had staged 
an armed raid on the NCLC/Labor Party offices when an FBI infiltrator and 
informer, Vernon Higgons, was exposed. The FBI and local police agencies 
have refused to act as well in the case of Gail Roeshman, who was kidnapped 
from her home by her parents and Ted Patrick (already a convicted kidnapper 
out on appeal) and subjected to coercive psychological techniques in order 
to terrorize her into leaving her membership in the ACLC and USLP. 

The NCLC and the USLP will take all possible legal and political means 
in a counteroffensive against the CIA-FBI's desperate actions, including a 
majpr conspiracy lawsuit . 

What the CIA■FBI fears most is the tremendous-expansion of Labor Party 
organizing throughout the industrial heartland surrounding Detroit and th e 
entire North American continent. As the depression deepens, millions of worker 

(amd mpw farmers as well) are listening to the analysis and program of the 
USLP, and thousands are actively joining our organizing. It is the spreedfma 
-*f these organizing ideas that Rockefeller fears most. 

"READ NEU SOLIDARITY" 

"FULL INTERNATIONAL BRIEFINGS NIGHTLY....PHONE ON CALL 24 HOURS A DAY FOR 
COMPLETE UPDATES ON IN1TRNATI01AL WORKING CLASS SITUATION" 


